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ALMOST NO SEQUENCE IS WELL DISTRIBUTED 
BY 
GILBERT HELM:BERG AND AIDA PAALM:AN-DE MIRANDA 
(Communicated by Prof. J. F. KoKSMA at the meeting of May 30, 1964.) 
Let ~=(Xn) be a sequence of r~al numbers satisfying O~xn< 1 
(n= 1, 2, ... ). Then ~ is said to be well distributed in [0, 1[ (in German: 
"gleichmassig gleichverteilt"; HLAWKA [5], PETERSEN [10]) if 
1 h+N 
lim N z Xr<>.!lr(Xn) = f3- IX N-+oo n-h+1 
holds uniformly in h=O, 1, 2, ... for every interval [IX, {3[ C [0, 1[, Xr<>./lr 
being the characteristic function of this unterval. 
00 
Let Ioo= IT I be the infinite dimensional unit cube, i.e. Ioo is the 
n-1 oo 
set of all sequences~= (xn) with O~xn< 1 (n= 1, 2, ... ),and let f-too = IT f-tn 
n-1 
be the completed product measure on Ioo where each f-tn is Lebesgue 
measure on I (cf. [3] § 38). Let q; be the mapping of Ioo onto [0, 1] 
defined by 
oo a 
q;m = q;((xn)) =! --1 
n-1 n. 
h [ ] . · h · 't hthtan an+ 1 w ere an= nxn , I.e. an IS t e unique m eger sue a - ~ Xn < --
n n 
(n= 1, 2, ... ). 
For any real number x, let {x} denote the fractional part {x}=x- [x]. 
Referring to a result in [7] DowmAR and PETERSEN showed in [2] that 
a given sequence ~ E I 00 is well distributed in [0, 1[ if and only if the 
sequence 17 = ( {n ! q;(~)}) is well distributed in [0, 1 [. Flirthermore they 
showed that the sequence ( {n ! IX}) is well distributed in [0, 1 [ for 
p-almost no IX. Hence, in a certain sense, almost no sequence ~ is well 
distributed in [0, 1 [. 
Obviously, the two notions of "almost no" as used in this statement 
on the one hand and in the sense of product measure on I 00 on the other 
hand do not quite coincide. For instance, the set of all sequences ~ E Iro 
with XI= 0, having p 00-measure zero, is mapped by q; onto [0, 1 ], its 
image thus having p-measure one. We shall show, however, that it actually 
follows from Dowidars and Petersens result that p00-almost no sequence 
~ is well distributed in [0, 1[. We shall also give a direct proof of this 
statement, using essentially an argument employed by DoWIDAR and 
PETERSEN in order to show that the sequence ( {knfJ}) is not well distributed 
in [0, 1 [ for any integer k and any real number 0. This argument also 
489 
carries through in the case of sequences in any compact Hausdorff space, 
so that the theorem and its proof will be given in this more general setting. 
Theorem 1. The mapping rp is a Borel-measurable transformation on 
I 00 onto [0, 1] and 
p,(B) = p,00 (rp-1B) for every Borel~set B C [0, 1]. 
Proof. Let )!) be the a-algebra of Borel-sets in [0, 1] and let lBoo be 
the corresponding a-algebra of measurable sets in I 00 • It suffices to show 
that, for every ~X E ]0, 1], rp-1[0, ~X[ E lBoo ·and P,oo(rp-1[0, ~X[)=~X. The 
corresponding statements will then follow for every finite union of disjoint 
half-open intervals [~X, p[C [0, 1] and, by [3] § 15 and § 13A, for all 
Borel sets B. 
We observe that for every ~X E ]0, 1] we have either a unique expansion 
or 
(1) 
lX = ~ an 
n~I n! (0 ~an< n) 
k oo 1 ( an for 1 ~ n < k 
an an 1 ~X = z 1 = z -1 where ak > 0, an = ak- 1 for n = k n~I n. n~I n. n-1 for k < n < oo. 
The set A of ~X having two expansions is countable and dense in [0, 1]. 
Let us first assume that ~X is of the form as given in (1). Then 
_1{ } = I [~ a2 + 1 [ [ak-1 ak-1 + 1 [ [ak ak + 1 [ 
rp lX X 2' 2 X ••• X k-1' k-1 X k' k X 
X [ 0, k: 1 [X [ 0, k: 2 [X •.• 
U I [a2 a2 + 1 [ [ ak-1 ak-1 + 1 [ [ak - 1 ak [ X 2' 2 X •.• X k -1' k-1 X k ' k X 
X [k ! 1 , 1 [ X [~ :! , 1 [ X • · • 
and 
rp-1[0, !X[= I X [ 0, ~ [X I X I X .•• 
Uix [~2 , a2 ; 1 [ x [o, ~3 [ xixix ... 
u ... 
[ a2 a2 + 1 [ [aa aa + 1 [ [ ak [ Uix 2'_2_ X 3'_3_ x ... x o,k xixix ... 
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(we define [0, 0[ to be the empty set). Therefore, rp-1[0, ~[ E ~"" 
and 
oo a k a . . 
For an ~ = 2 --1 f/= A we put ~k = 2 --1 and obtain 
. n~l n. n~l n, . 
00 
rp-1[0, ~[ = U rp-1(0, ~k[ E ~00 
k~l 
and 
,U00 (rp-1[0, ~[) = lim ,U00(rp-1[0, ~k[) = lim ~k = ~. 
k~oo k___,..oo 
Corollary 1.1. ,U00-almost no sequence ~ E 100 is well distributed 
in [0, 1 [. 
Proof. Let E C 100 be the set of all ~ that are well distributed in 
[0, 1[. As DOWIDAR and PETERSEN [2] have shown we have ,u(rpE)=O. 
Let B:) rpE be a Borel set of Lebesgue measure 0 (cf. [3] § 13B and 
§ 15). Then we have E C rp-1rpE C rp-1B and, by theorem 1, ,U00(rp-1B)=0 
which implies ,Uoo(E) = 0. 
Now let X be any compact Hausdorff space satisfying the second 
axiom of countability and let ,u be a normed Borel measure on X. 
Let Xoo be the compact topological product space of countably many 
00 
copies of X, i.e. X~= IT X, with Xn=X (n= 1, 2, ... ), and let ,Uoo be 
n~l 
the completion of the product measure on Xoo corresponding to ,u. 
A sequence ~ = (x,) E X 00 is said to be ,a-uniformly distributed in X if, 
for every Borel set E C X whose boundary has ,a-measure zero and for 
h=O, we have 
(2) 
1 N+h 
lim N 2 XE(Xn) = ,u(E) 
N~oo n~l+h 
(XE again denoting the characteristic function of E) ; ~ is said to be 
,u-well distributed in X if, for every such set E, (2) holds uniformly in 
h=O, 1, 2, .... Equivalently we may require 
1 N+h 
.J~ N n~~h f(xn) = J f(x) d,u(x) 
for every continuous complex-valued function f on X and for h=O resp. 
uniformly in h=O, 1, 2 ... (cf. [5], [6]). 
Let T be the mapping of Xoo onto Xoo defined by T(x~, x2, ... )= 
= (x2, Xs, ... ). It is well known that T is measure preserving and ergodic 
with respect to ,Uoo ( cf. [ 4 ]). A sequence ~ E X 00 is called completely ,a-
uniformly distributed (KoRoBov [8]) if the sequence (T"~) is ,U00-uniformly 
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distributed in X 00 , which implies, in particular, that ~ is ,a-uniformly 
distributed in X. 
Theorem 2. Suppose that p is not a point measure. If the sequence 
~ E X 00 is completely p-uniformly distributed in X, then ~ is not #-well 
distributed in X. 
Proof. Since f-t is not concentrated in one point we can find an open 
set E C X such that O<f-t(E)< 1. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that the boundary of E has #-measure zero. (Let, for instance, 
X1 and x2 be two different points of the support of f-t and let f be a Urysohn 
function such that f(xi) = 0, f(x2) = 1. Then we may put E = {x: f(x) > e} 
00 
for a suitable choice of e, 0<e<1). Let N be given and let F 00 = IT Fn 
n~l 
where Fn=E for 1-;;;,n;;::,N and Fn=X for n>N. Then F 00 is open in 
Xoo and its boundary has f-t00-measure zero. Furthermore, we have 
0 <f-too(F 00 ) < 1. Since the sequence (T'~~~) is by assumption f-t00-uniformly 
distributed in X 00 , there exists a positive integer hN such that ThN~ E F 00 • 
Hence, for every ch~ice of N, we have 
1 N+hN 
N ! XE(Xn)- f-t(E) = 1- f-t(E) > 0. 
n~l+hN 
Thus, the sequence ~ cannot be well distributed. 
Corollary 2 .1. Suppose that f-t is not a point measure. Then /-too-
almost no sequence ~ E X 00 is ,u-well distributed in X. 
Proof. By the individual ergodic theorem, f-t00-almost all sequences 
~ E X 00 are completely #-uniformly distributed in X (cf. [5] § 6, [1] 3) 
The assertion then follows from theorem 2. 
The two statements "the sequence ~ is #-well distributed in X" and 
"the sequence (T'~~~) is f-t00-well distributed in Xoo" should well be dis-
tinguished: 
Corollary 2. 2. Suppose that f-t is not a point measure. Then there 
is no sequence ~ E X 00 such that (Tn~) is f-t00-well distributed in X 00 • 
Proof. Such a sequence~ would, in particular, have to be completely 
#-uniformly distributed in X on the one hand, and #-well distributed in 
X on the other hand, a contradiction. 
The last corollary is also a consequence of a result of Ox TOBY ( [9] 
theorem 5.5) which, extended to not necessarily 1- l transformations 
and applied to the shift transformation T in X 00 , essentially asserts that 
the sequence (T'~~~) is f-t00-well distributed in X 00 iff /-too is the only T-
invariant normed measure on X 00 (this remark is due to J. CIGLER who 
also, for special sequences in 100 , has used a reasoning similar to theorem 2 
492 
in a talk at the Mathematical Center in Amsterdam in February 1964). 
Corollary 2.2 also contains the statement of DoWIDAR and PETERSEN 
that the sequence ( {knO}) is not well distributed in [0, 1 [ for any real 
number 8 and any integer k > 1. In order to see this one has to identify 
[0, 1] (via k-adic expansion) with the infinite product space of the discrete 
space containing k elements, each carrying measure 1/k, and to observe 
that in [0, I[ multiplication (mod 1) by k amounts to applying the 
shift transformation T in this product space (cf. [4]). 
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